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The Times is published monthly by the Australian Association of Time Table Collectors
(AATTC) as our journal, covering historic and general items. Current news items are published in our other journal, Table Talk.
Geoff Lambert
Victor Isaacs, Duncan MacAuslan.
The Times welcomes articles and mail and will be pleased to receive yours
Please send articles and letters to Geoff Lambert, 179 Sydney Rd FAIRLIGHT NSW
2094, or
Email: G.Lambert@unsw.edu.au, aattc@ozemail.com.au
To AATTC's home page: http://www.aattc.org.au
Phone 61 2 9949 3521; Fax 61 2 9948 7862
Authors should submit paper manuscripts or word-processor files (MS Word is preferred)
on disk or via e-mail. Illustrations should be submitted as clean sharp photocopies on
white paper or scanned GIF format images with at least 300 dpi resolution on disk or via
e-mail.
Feature articles should reach the editor by the first day of the month preceding the date of
publication; letters two weeks later.
Membership of AATTC is $30 and includes subscriptions to both The Times and Table
Talk. Individual copies of both journals are available at $2.50 per copy from the Railfan
Shop and Train World in Victoria and the ARHS bookshop in Sydney.
Material appearing in The Times or Table Talk may be reproduced in other publications,
provided acknowledgment is made of the author and includes the words “The Times, journal of the Australian Association of Time Table Collectors”. A copy of the publication
which includes the reference must be sent to the editor.
Opinions expressed in The Times are not necessarily those of the Association or its members. We welcome a broad range of views on timetabling matters.
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Before the Governors came
Western Australian Government Railways Time Tables from 10th MAY, 1937 Until Further
Notice. Article by DAVID HENNELL.
his public timetable is a 22cm ×
21cm 76 page booklet plus a
loose map & thin card covers,
price 3d. It's designed to be
folded in half vertically so the 'front'
cover is actually the back cover and the
real front cover is just an advertisement
for Westralian Farmers Ltd (see our
cover).

T

This is an historically important timetable as it is very probably the last one
issued prior to the introduction of the
Governor class diesel electric railcars.

(They entered traffic late in 1937 and
dramatically rewrote both main and
branch line services in terms of speed,
comfort and service frequency).
The booklet opens with the usual introductory material dealing with fares,
ticket availability, parcels rates, sleeping berths, refreshments, interstate
trains, etc. The fare table shows that,
provided you were travelling at least 10
miles (whether it be Perth to West
Midland or Perth to Wiluna), the first
class return fare was always 6d less
than double the single fare and the sec-

ond class return 4d less.
The interstate trains (illustration below) departed Perth on Tuesday, Friday
and Saturday, with arrivals being on
Monday, Thursday and Saturday.
Trains between Port Augusta and
Adelaide were via Quorn (with a break
of gauge at Terowie) until the broad
gauge line to Port Pirie opened for traffic on 26th July 1937, when the Adelaide journey time eastbound decreased
by 5h10min and 9h westbound. Note
the fares, too.
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Sleeping cars were available on many
trains (illustration above) - how many
passengers took advantage of the berths
on the 1 20 am Merredin to Perth Sunday morning or the 1.15am Esperance
to Coolgardie Monday & Thursday?
The first full tables are for the Fremantle to Belmont & Bellevue suburban
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services. Trains ran frequently between
Fremantle & Midland Junction/
Bellevue whereas Belmont was served
by only 8 trains each way M - Sa and 1
Su (9.55 pm ex Perth and 10 20 pm ex
Belmont - how useful!).The next group
of lines are the Eastern and Eastern
Goldfields lines and their branches
commencing with the Upper Darling
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Range Railway to Karragullen. The
Perth to Northam table (illustrations
next page) shows one morning departure from Perth and one evening arrival
from Northam, Monday to Saturday,
very different from the diesel electric
car days
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These trains served almost everywhere. Trains from Perth served a
maximum of 5 lines on any one day
but Tuesday's arrival served an unbelievable 9 lines (clockwise: Miling, Kalannie, Bonnie Rock, Mukinbudin, Merredin via Wyalkatchem,
Merredin via Cunderdin (the main
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line), Merredin via Quairading, Corrigin via Brookton and Katanning).
Note, too, the many and varied times
and destinations of the overnight
trains, the local services between
Northam and Spencer's Brook that
connected with trains on the Great
Southern Railway and the commut-
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ers' trains to Chidlow (a limited
number of additional trains to Mt.
Helena and Chidlow were provided
via Mundaring but these aren't
shown in the main line table).
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The arrival and departure times at Esperance (illustration this page) weren't
really conducive but could you join
your sleeping berth early?
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The service provided to the mining
communities north of Kalgoorlie (illustration this page) was very good miners who had visited Hay St. and
other fleshpots & bars in Kalgoorlie
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would have made travelling on the
11.30 pm motor coach to Broad Arrow
Saturday night quite an experience.
The next group of tables are the frequent Armadale suburban service, the
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South Western Line to Bunbury and the
South West branches. The Bunbury
service (illustrations page 8) shows
what must have been one of the slowest
overnight sleeping car trains anywhere–115 miles in 7h49 min (11.25
pm ex Bunbury M-F at 14.7 mph)!
The express trains ran on the traditionally busy days of Monday & Saturday,
the overnighters were effectively the
morning Up and evening Down Bunbury services and 6.55 am from
Mundijong on Sunday is a surprising
train. Some branch line trains connected with the overnight trains and
many others connected with the day
trains, the best being 3 and 6 respectively (eg Narrogin via Dwellingup &
via Collie, Northcliffe, Boyup Brook,
Nannup and Margaret River). The
Margaret River service (illustration
this page, below) is very unbalanced.
The Great Southern Railway to Albany
and its branches are the next group.
The 6 overnight trains weekly each way
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to Albany run to 3 different schedules
(illustration page 9, top) and many
branch mixeds connect with these
trains (maximum of 8 eg Merredin via
Corrigin, Kondinin, Newdegate, Pingrup, Ongerup, Denmark, Bunbury via
Kojonup and Collie via Williams).
Some branch connections at junction
stations rival those in Queensland for
their duration - see the Pingrup and
Ongerup (illustration p.9, botom) tables.
The Northern Line (ie Mullewa) and its
branches from Geraldton follow the
southern lines (illustration p.10, top).
The Yuna service provides a shoppers'
train to Geraldton on Tuesday, a rather
unusual occurrence in this timetable.
Following this section, there are the
isolated Port Hedland - Marble Bar
railway (illustration p.10, bottom) with
its special rates and the Midland Railway (illustration p.11) with its twice
weekly overnight service and 3 day
trains (and a very long day at that).
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The Ravensthorpe to Hopetoun line
appears on the map but there is no table
as the service had been suspended
some years earlier.
The concluding part of the timetable is
3 pages of conveyances running from
and to railway stations.
The tables are interspersed with many
and varied advertisements: hotels, insurance companies, rural matters, alcoholic beverages and a few from WAGR
itself (page 5). The traditional single
line advertisements appear at the bottom of most timetable pages.
This is a fascinating timetable with
very slow mixed trains and goods with
car attached serving most branches.
The diesel electric cars (and later the
road buses) that were about to arrive
revolutionised branch travel so that
later services on many lines bore little
resemblance to those shown in this
timetable.
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Is your large timetable really necessary?
Timetables from the late Ted Downs' collection, commentary by VICTOR ISAACS.
The Second World War affected
Australian railways in various ways.
One small example can be seen in
South Australian Railways' Public
timetables. Before the War they
were large fold-out booklets covering country and suburban services.
The War brought economies. Separate booklets for country and metropolitan services, presumably to reduce waste, were now produced. In
addition, the large size was replaced
by small. Each booklet was just 120
mm by 75 mm. Ted Downs' small
country timetable of 4 August 1941

(this page, bottom) still included a
system map, but this is not present in
the country timetable of 17 July
1944. Other than this, the booklets
seem to contain all the information
formerly in the large editions. After
the War, the SAR timetables reverted to large size with metropolitan and country together.
A striking feature of these timetables
is the advertisements discouraging
patronage to free capacity for military priority traffic and advertisements to explain delays and other
wartime problems. Examples are

given from the metropolitan timetable (below left) and the Country
timetable of 17 July 1944 (below
right).
The Victorian Railways Country
Public timetable was the one most
effected by the War that is, it wasn't
published at all from 1941 until
1954!
New South Wales and
Queensland published Public timetables as usual. What was the situation with other systems?
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Shelbourne line mileages
An article by JACK MCLEAN.

I

f you have ever studied a hundred
years of working time tables for the
Castlemaine-Maldon-Shelbourne
line (a rather unlikely activity), you
might have noticed that Shelbourne
Junction (or Laanecoorie Junction as it
was called before 1904) was sometimes
shown as having two mileages. The
first which I will call Shelbourne Junction(A) was measured directly from
Melbourne and the second one which I
will call Shelbourne Junction(B) was
measured from Melbourne after going
to the centre line of the Maldon station,
and back again. This curiosity resulted
from the contractors' intention to make
the actual junction quite close to Maldon station and when this little piece of
parallel track was not built, the two
mileages of Shelbourne Junction remained. You might find it easier to say
that Shelbourne Junction(A) was shown
as 88 miles 48 chains and 4 links and
that 41 chains and 43 links further on
was the centre line of the Maldon station at 89 miles 9 chains and 47 links
(which may still be engraved in the
platform edge). Here the direction of
the increasing mileage reversed for 4l
chains and 43 links and was added instead of being subtracted so the mileage of Shelbourne Junction(B) was 89
miles 50 chains and 90 links.
The distances from Melbourne on most
surveyors' plans were listed in miles,
chains and links and these distances for
the Shelbourne line are shown here in
Column A of Table 1. A mile was once
a common unit of measurement of distance in British countries and each mile
consisted of 80 chains. Each chain was
the length of a cricket pitch or each
cricket pitch was the length of a chain
and each chain consisted of 100 links
and therefore a link was equal to 7.92
inches.
In Victoria, miles, chains and links
were OK for surveyors, and people
who wrote Acts of Parliament but for
the calculation of fares for passengers
and rates for the carriage of goods,
mileages of stations were generally
rounded and expressed in miles and
quarters of miles.

After several attempts I have not yet
found a formula which would account
for the rounding used in the first place
when the Shelbourne line was opened
or the second formula which caused the
alterations made in late 1906 or early
1907. These fornulae must have been
recorded somewhere and I expect that
they will be found just as soon as this
article is printed. The mileages shown
in working time tables do not seem to
have been changed from the opening of

the lines until after the issue of working
time tables in December 1906.
There was a note in the Passenger
Fares Book of 1 April 1902 which
stated that the "Mileage to and from
the Shelbourne line and stations on the
Up side of Laanecoorie Junction is to
be calculated via Laanecoorie Junction" but no indication was given of
how much the mileage was to be reduced- and one wonders how the re-
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duction could have been calculated
when the Passenger Fares Book did not
show a mileage for Laanecoorie Junction.
In the Passenger Fares Book of 1
March 1906 the mileages of Bradford
and Shelbourne reverted to being "calculated via Maldon" but none of the
working time tables between 1902 and
1906 showed any reduced mileages.
The mathematicians and the politicians
must have been at work because the
working time table of May 1907 shows
that the mileage of Maldon had been
reduced from 89¼ to 89, that of Shelbourne Junction(B) from 89¾ to 89½,
and Shelbourne itself from 99½ to 99¼
There is a suggestion that the 99½ for
Shelbourne station was based on the
mileage of the end of the line at 99
miles 41 chains and 47 links instead of
the centre line of the station at 99 miles
28 chains and 89 links .

No 195
asked when a red flag was used for
starting?) being amused that the distance in one direction between Shelbourne Junction and Maldon was different from the distance in the opposite
direction.

Anyway, the results of all this mathematical or political activity are shown
in Column B of Table 1. The Castlemaine- Shelbourne line was not the
only one whose stations had their listed
mileages changed at that time. There
were several changes on the North
Eastern main line and several more,
both greater and less on the Western
main line among others. Serviceton, for
instance was increased by half a mile!

Sooner or later, someone must have
drawn attention to it. Maybe the Commissioners didn't have a sense of humour and so the error was corrected in
the working time table of May 1918, by
reducing the mileage of Shelbourne
Junction(A) to 88½ and so the two
distances which were in reality the
same were shown that way.

The mathematics may have been correct but the result left the working time
tables with another anomaly for the
decade after May 1907. At least in the
working time tables, for Shelbourne
bound trains, the distance from Shelbourne (A) to Maldon was shown as a
quarter mile (89 minus 88¾) whereas
the mileage from Maldon to Shelbourne Junction(B) was shown as a
half mile (89½ minus 89) and of course
vice versa for Castlemaine bound
trains, over the same piece of track! I
can imagine railwaymen (the sort who

Do any readers have any knowledge of
the events of 1906/1907 which caused
these alterations?
This article was published in the Castlemaine and Maldon Railway Preservation Society's Members News Sheet
in June 1997

Table 1: Castlemaine- Maldon- Shelbourne Line Mileages
Stations
Castlemaine
Point of Divergence
Maldon Junction
R M Stopping Place
Muckleford
Shelbourne Junction(A)
Maldon
Shelbourne Junction(B)
Bradford/Pollard
Shelbourne
End of Track

A: Surveyors Distances
Miles
Chains
Links
77
77
78
77
41
77
78
79
83
81
54
84
10
95
88
48
04
89
09
47
89
50
90
95
45
87
99
28
89
99
41
92

B: Miles shown in Working Time Tables
Dec 1906
May 1907
Dec 1917
1May 1918
78
78
79

79

84¼
88¾
89¾
89¾
95½
99½

84¼
88¾
89
89½
95½
99¾

88¾

88½
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Sources for timetables (1)
THE EDITOR'S brief listing
Australian railway timetable archives
Most railways, at least here in Australia, hoarded their paperwork, including the timetables they produced. Quite a
few of the items of "railway paper" were produced in "deluxe versions", perhaps with leather covers, gilt-edges and
glossy paper or heavy paper for time table compilers who actually used them in their work of compiling and kept
them amended; others were copies destined for luminaries like the Chief Traffic Manager. It tends to be these items
which survived within the organisation and which eventually found their way into the railway official archives and
sometimes into state records office or state libraries. This material is now usually available to researchers in some
states.
On a state by state basis, the situation seems to be:
Victoria. The Victorian Railways and its successors until the 1980s kept sets of public and working time tables the
earliest from 1875 and they were archived and from there they seem to have found their way into the State Archives.
The holdings are nearly complete and the archival system seems to be fairly specific . The State Library has a good
collection of public time tables including what seems to be a complete collection of Bradshaw's Guide to Victoria
but the SL has very little in the way of working timetables. On working time tables there seems to be a black hole
around 1892-1894 in which there are few if any WTTs anywhere. The ARHS also holds railway timetables in their
archives at Windsor railway station.
New South Wales. The situation is similar to Victoria, save that the SRA still holds the collection in its Archives
section, which is open to the public. The earliest timetables date from the mid 1870s, and the collection is kept up to
date, with every current timetable added as it is produced. The Archives publish a list of the holdings, but its description is a little incomplete especially as bound volumes, which might hold a number of items, are usually only
described by their generalised contents and date range. The ARHS also holds a good collection of timetables,
though the holdings prior to 1920 are relatively sparse. The State Library has a small collection of bound working
timetables and a near-to-complete collection of public timetables.
Western Australia. In the last few years, the Battye Library within LISWA (the State Library) inherited the timetable collection formerly held by the Western Australian Government Railways. This appears to be a very complete
collection of public and working timetables, both starting in the mid-1880s. The LISWA is required by law to acquire copies of instrumentality documents, so a continuous stream of current timetables arrives at the library and is
available to researchers.
South Australia. The State Library of South Australia (its Mortlock Library section) has a piecemeal collection of
SAR public timetables and a small collection of working timetables. Mortlock inherited most of the old SAR's records collection about 20 years ago, but it is very poorly catalogued and apparently still held in a warehouse somewhere in Adelaide and is hard to find.
Queensland. Queensland Rail is rumoured to have a complete collection of timetables, and they occasionally reproduce a sample document for sale to collectors and enthusiasts. The Queensland State Library has only a very
meagre collection of timetable material, it seems.
Tasmania. The National Archives of Australia's Hobart office has a complete set of Walch's Almanacs. NAA
Hobart also has some Tasmanian Working timetables in Commonwealth Record Series P2122, and some more in
their reference library. The State Archives of Tasmania also has some TGR WTTs.
The Australian National Library has timetable from all the states, but its collection is extremely patchy.
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Graphic Insight
By CHRIS BROWNBILL
Graphic Insight this month looks in detail at one part of one specific train timetable - the Belair line in suburban Adelaide. This line is of interest to timetable aficionados because unlike most urban railways in
Australia, for most of its length it is single track, and there are therefore complexities of scheduling train
crosses. The total rail distance from Adelaide to Belair is 22Km. This line is multi-track between Adelaide
and Goodwood, then is single track from Goodwood to Belair with passing loops at Mitcham station, between Coromandel and Eden Hills stations, and at Blackwood station.
The timetable used as the source for our information is the Transadelaide Belair train timetable effective 4
May 1997. The graph below is a traditional time-displacement graph for the Monday-Friday morning period. The horizontal axis represents time - from 6am to 11am - and the vertical axis represents displacement (or distance) from Adelaide station.. Each train is illustrated as a diagonal line, and each scheduled
station stop is marked by a circle. Note that trains on the Noarlunga Centre and Tonsley lines also service
the section between Adelaide and Goodwood, but these are not shown on this graph.
Note that each of the three crossing loops are utilised during the peak period, but that during the off-peak
(after 9am) only the loop in the Coromandel - Eden Hills section is used. Trains also cross at the end of the
multiple track section at Goodwood station.
It is interesting that there is relatively little difference in frequency between the off peak period and the
peak period. The single track would be a limiting factor in providing any more intensive service.
Note also the one morning city-bound express train which skips some stops. This may save one or two
minutes, but it leaves the patrons of Lynton, Torrens Park and Unley Park stations with a 35 minute interval in the middle of the morning peak - surely this is not an attractive proposition for potential commuters!
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